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primary sciencePhilosophy Bites Back

Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Coordinated Sciences Biology Workbook
The bestselling title, developed by International
experts - now updated to offer comprehensive
coverage of the core and extended topics in the latest
syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections
of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most
comprehensive range of additional material, including
Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books
and Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert
authors with vast experience of teaching and
examining international qualifications We are working
with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement.

GCE O Level Examination Past Papers
with Answer Guides: English Language
India Edition
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: AS/A-level Subject:
Chemistry First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: June 2016 Endorsed by Edexcel Develop and
assess your students' knowledge and mathematical
skills throughout A Level with worked examples,
practical assessment guidance and differentiated end
of topic questions with this Edexcel Year 1 student
book - Identifies the level of your students'
understanding with diagnostic questions and a
summary of prior knowledge at the start of the Year 1
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Student Book - Provides support for all 16 required
practicals with various activities and questions, along
with a 'Practical' chapter covering procedural
understanding and key ideas related to measurement
- Mathematical skills are integrated throughout with
plenty of worked examples, including notes on
methods to help explain the strategies for solving
each type of problem - Offers plenty of practice with
Test Yourself Questions to help students assess their
understanding and measure progress - Encourages
further reading and study with short passages of
extension material - Develops understanding with free
online access to Test yourself Answers and an
Extended Glossary. Edexcel A level Chemistry Year 1
Student Book includes AS level.

The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind
Chemistry for the IB Diploma, Second edition, covers
in full the requirements of the IB syllabus for
Chemistry for first examination in 2016. This digital
version of Chemistry for the IB Diploma Coursebook,
Second edition, comprehensively covers all the
knowledge and skills students need during the
Chemistry IB Diploma course, for first examination in
2016, in a reflowable format, adapting to any screen
size or device. Written by renowned experts in
Chemistry teaching, the text is written in an
accessible style with international learners in mind.
Self-assessment questions allow learners to track
their progress, and exam-style questions help
learners to prepare thoroughly for their examinations.
Answers to all the questions from within the
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Coursebook are provided.

Campbell Biology in Focus
Edexcel's own resources for the GCE 2008
specifications.

Cambridge International AS and A Level
Biology
This text matches the specification for teaching A
level Biology from September 2000. Accessible
language and layout should encourage students who
may otherwise find it difficult to reach good A Level
standards. Extension boxes contain more advanced
material for more able students.

How Children Succeed
"Microbiology covers the scope and sequence
requirements for a single-semester microbiology
course for non-majors. The book presents the core
concepts of microbiology with a focus on applications
for careers in allied health. The pedagogical features
of the text make the material interesting and
accessible while maintaining the career-application
focus and scientific rigor inherent in the subject
matter. Microbiology's art program enhances
students' understanding of concepts through clear
and effective illustrations, diagrams, and
photographs. Microbiology is produced through a
collaborative publishing agreement between
OpenStax and the American Society for Microbiology
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Press. The book aligns with the curriculum guidelines
of the American Society for Microbiology."--BC
Campus website.

Cambridge IGCSE Biology Workbook
What does 'mastery' look like in primary science? How
can teachers plan for, assess and evidence it? This
book explores how ‘rich’ learning tasks that enable
children to apply, analyse, evaluate, and/or create to
solve exciting and novel problems support the
development of mastery level knowledge and skills in
primary science. - Outlines how to recognise and use
assessment opportunities - Focuses on the
development of conceptual understanding - Highlights
and demontrates the importance of teacher
questioning - Explores the theories behind 'mastery'
for primary science

Biology
Surveys the various techniques that can be used to
evaluate students' learning, including summative,
diagnostic, and formative approaches and the
assessment of specific skills

Microbiology
This highly respected and valued textbook has been
the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students
since its publication. This new edition, complete with
CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-todate coverage of the core and extended curriculum
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topics specified in the IGCSE Chemistry syllabus. The
book is supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive
revision and exam practice questions, background
information and reference material.

Campbell Biology, Books a la Carte
Edition
The twentieth century witnessed an era of
unprecedented, large-scale, anthropogenic changes
to the natural environment. Understanding how
environmental factors directly and indirectly affect
the emergence and spread of infectious disease has
assumed global importance for life on this planet.
While the causal links between environmental change
and disease emergence are complex, progress in
understanding these links, as well as how their
impacts may vary across space and time, will require
transdisciplinary, transnational, collaborative
research. This research may draw upon the expertise,
tools, and approaches from a variety of disciplines.
Such research may inform improvements in global
readiness and capacity for surveillance, detection,
and response to emerging microbial threats to plant,
animal, and human health. The Influence of Global
Environmental Change on Infectious Disease
Dynamics is the summary of a workshop hosted by
the Institute of Medicine Forum on Microbial Threats
in September 2013 to explore the scientific and policy
implications of the impacts of global environmental
change on infectious disease emergence,
establishment, and spread. This report examines the
observed and potential influence of environmental
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factors, acting both individually and in synergy, on
infectious disease dynamics. The report considers a
range of approaches to improve global readiness and
capacity for surveillance, detection, and response to
emerging microbial threats to plant, animal, and
human health in the face of ongoing global
environmental change.

Essential Biology for Cambridge IGCSE®
Max Tegmark leads us on an astonishing journey
through past, present and future, and through the
physics, astronomy and mathematics that are the
foundation of his work, most particularly his
hypothesis that our physical reality is a mathematical
structure and his theory of the ultimate multiverse. In
a dazzling combination of both popular and
groundbreaking science, he not only helps us grasp
his often mind-boggling theories, but he also shares
with us some of the often surprising triumphs and
disappointments that have shaped his life as a
scientist. Fascinating from first to last—this is a book
that has already prompted the attention and
admiration of some of the most prominent scientists
and mathematicians.

IGCSE Chemistry
This user-friendly introduction to the mathematics of
probability and statistics (for readers with a
background in calculus) uses numerous
applications--drawn from biology, education,
economics, engineering, environmental studies,
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exercise science, health science, manufacturing,
opinion polls, psychology, sociology, and sports--to
help explain and motivate the concepts. A review of
selected mathematical techniques is included, and an
accompanying CD-ROM contains many of the figures
(many animated), and the data included in the
examples and exercises (stored in both Minitab
compatible format and ASCII). Empirical and
Probability Distributions. Probability. Discrete
Distributions. Continuous Distributions. Multivariable
Distributions. Sampling Distribution Theory.
Importance of Understanding Variability. Estimation.
Tests of Statistical Hypotheses. Theory of Statistical
Inference. Quality Improvement Through Statistical
Methods. For anyone interested in the Mathematics of
Probability and Statistics.

Chemistry for the IB Diploma Coursebook
with Free Online Material
This Workbook is intended to be used alongside the
Cambridge IGCSE Biology Second edition Coursebook,
and is fully endorsed by Cambridge. It contains
exercises that will help students to develop the skills
needed to succeed in the Cambridge IGCSE Biology
examination and invites students to match their
performance in some tasks against generic criteria, to
help them to see what they need to do to improve. A
Teacher's Resource CD-ROM is also available.

Cambridge IGCSE Biology 3rd Edition
This highly respected and valued textbook has been
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the book of choice for Cambridge IGCSE students
since its publication. This new edition, complete with
CD-ROM, continues to provide comprehensive, up-todate coverage of the core and extended curriculum
specified in the IGCSE Physics syllabus, The book is
supported by a CD-ROM containing extensive revision
and exam practice questions, background information
and reference material.

Our Mathematical Universe
This title covers the entire syllabus for Cambridge
International Examinations' International AS and A
Level Biology (9700). It is divided into separate
sections for AS and A Level making it ideal for
students studying both the AS and the A Level and
also those taking the AS examinations at the end of
their first year. - Explains difficult concepts using
language that is appropriate for students around the
world - Provides practice throughout the course with
carefully selected past paper questions at the end of
each chapter We are working with Cambridge
International Examinations to gain endorsement for
this title.

The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the
traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched,
loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great
value--this format costs significantly less than a new
textbook. The Eleventh Edition of the best-selling text
Campbell BIOLOGY sets you on the path to success in
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biology through its clear and engaging narrative,
superior skills instruction, and innovative use of art,
photos, and fully integrated media resources to
enhance teaching and learning. To engage you in
developing a deeper understanding of biology, the
Eleventh Edition challenges you to apply knowledge
and skills to a variety of NEW! hands-on activities and
exercises in the text and online. NEW! ProblemSolving Exercises challenge you to apply scientific
skills and interpret data in the context of solving a
real-world problem. NEW! Visualizing Figures and
Visual Skills Questions provide practice interpreting
and creating visual representations in biology. NEW!
Content updates throughout the text reflect rapidly
evolving research in the fields of genomics, gene
editing technology (CRISPR), microbiomes, the
impacts of climate change across the biological
hierarchy, and more. Significant revisions have been
made to Unit 8, Ecology, including a deeper
integration of evolutionary principles. NEW! A virtual
layer to the print text incorporates media references
into the printed text to direct you towards content in
the Study Area and eText that will help you prepare
for class and succeed in exams--Videos, Animations,
Get Ready for This Chapter, Figure Walkthroughs,
Vocabulary Self-Quizzes, Practice Tests, MP3 Tutors,
and Interviews. (Coming summer 2017). NEW! QR
codes and URLs within the Chapter Review provide
easy access to Vocabulary Self-Quizzes and Practice
Tests for each chapter that can be used on
smartphones, tablets, and computers.

Cambridge IGCSE Physics 3rd Edition
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plus CD
Fold your own models of the Doctor, the TARDIS and
monsters from all across time and space, with this
brilliant Doctor Who origami book. Follow the easy
instructions to make a moving time rotor, a terrifying
Weeping Angel, a brilliant bow tie, a miniature K-9
and so much more. Containing 34 origami folding
projects plus printed origami paper sheets, this is the
ideal creative title for any Doctor Who fan.

The Influence of Global Environmental
Change on Infectious Disease Dynamics
Explains how animals use chemical communication,
emphasising the evolutionary context and covering
fields from ecology to neuroscience and chemistry.

Biology for the IB Diploma Exam
Preparation Guide
First published in 1976, this play from one of Africa's
foremost dramatists is in the classic cannon. It is an
incisive examination of the problems of independence
and freedom in post-colonial Africa states, where few
believe they have a stake in the future. In the words
of one of the characters: "It was better while we
waited. Now we have nothing to look forward to. We
have killed our past and are busy killing our future".
Francis Imbuga is a playwright and actor. He is the
recipient of the Kenya National Academy of Sciences
Distinguished Professional Award in Play Writing.
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Edexcel A Level Chemistry Student Book
1
Developed for the new International A Level
specification, these new resources are specifically
designed for international students, with a strong
focus on progression, recognition and transferable
skills, allowing learning in a local context to a global
standard. Recognised by universities worldwide and
fully comparable to UK reformed GCE A levels.
Supports a modular approach, in line with the
specification. Appropriate international content puts
learning in a real-world context, to a global standard,
making it engaging and relevant for all learners.
Reviewed by a language specialist to ensure materials
are written in a clear and accessible style. The
embedded transferable skills, needed for progression
to higher education and employment, are signposted
so students understand what skills they are
developing and therefore go on to use these skills
more effectively in the future. Exam practice provides
opportunities to assess understanding and progress,
so students can make the best progress they can.

English Language Education in a Global
World
In 900 text pages, Campbell Biology in Focus
emphasizes the essential content and scientific skills
needed for success in the college introductory course
for biology majors. Each unit streamlines content to
best fit the needs of instructors and students, based
on surveys, curriculum initiatives, reviews,
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discussions with hundreds of biology professors, and
careful analyses of course syllabi. Every chapter
includes a Scientific Skills Exercise that builds skills in
graphing, interpreting data, experimental design, and
math—skills biology majors need in order to succeed
in their upper-level courses. This briefer book upholds
the Campbell hallmark standards of accuracy, clarity,
and pedagogical innovation.

A Level Biology
Support understanding for the Cambridge IGCSE
Biology syllabus (0610). The clear, concise approach
will support your EAL learners in understanding
crucial scientific concepts. A step-by-step approach to
the syllabus will help every learner reach their
potential in science. it is written by an examiner, to
help you support assessment confidence.

Assessing 21st Century Skills
The Israel Lobby," by John J. Mearsheimer of the
University of Chicago and Stephen M. Walt of
Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government, was
one of the most controversial articles in recent
memory. Originally published in the London Review of
Books in March 2006, it provoked both howls of
outrage and cheers of gratitude for challenging what
had been a taboo issue in America: the impact of the
Israel lobby on U.S. foreign policy. Now in a work of
major importance, Mearsheimer and Walt deepen and
expand their argument and confront recent
developments in Lebanon and Iran. They describe the
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remarkable level of material and diplomatic support
that the United States provides to Israel and argues
that this support cannot be fully explained on either
strategic or moral grounds. This exceptional
relationship is due largely to the political influence of
a loose coalition of individuals and organizations that
actively work to shape U.S. foreign policy in a proIsrael direction. Mearsheimer and Walt provocatively
contend that the lobby has a far-reaching impact on
America's posture throughout the Middle East—in
Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, and toward the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict—and the policies it has encouraged are in
neither America's national interest nor Israel's longterm interest. The lobby's influence also affects
America's relationship with important allies and
increases dangers that all states face from global
jihadist terror. Writing in The New York Review of
Books, Michael Massing declared, "Not since Foreign
Affairs magazine published Samuel Huntington's ‘The
Clash of Civilizations?' in 1993 has an academic essay
detonated with such force." The publication of The
Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy is certain to
widen the debate and to be one of the most talkedabout books in foreign policy.

Edexcel AS Chemistry
This is a complete guide to using the Edexcel IGCSE
biology, chemistry and physics student books to teach
or study science double award, so you can be sure
you and your students know where to access all the
material you need.
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International Financial Reporting
Biology for the IB Diploma, Second edition covers in
full the requirements of the IB syllabus for Biology for
first examination in 2016.

Processes of Prejudice
"Gibbons begins with a strong theoretical
underpinning for her practice, drawing on a functional
model of language, sociocultural theories of learning,
and current research on second-language
development. After supporting her view that the
regular curriculum offers the best language-learning
environment for young ESL students, Gibbons
demonstrates the ways in which content areas
provide a context for the teaching of English skills,
from speaking and listening to reading and writing.
These skills can be integrated in the learning of
diverse subjects as Gibbons illustrates with a wide
range of teaching and learning activities across the
curriculum, supplemented with programming and
assessment formats and checklists."--BOOK JACKET.

Betrayal in the City
The bestselling title, developed by International
experts - now updated to offer comprehensive
coverage of the core and extended topics in the latest
syllabus. - Covers the core and supplement sections
of the updated syllabus - Supported by the most
comprehensive range of additional material, including
Teacher Resources, Laboratory Books, Practice Books
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and Revision Guides - Written by renowned, expert
authors with vast experience of teaching and
examining international qualifications We are working
with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement.

Edexcel IGCSE Science
This truly international volume includes a selection of
contributions to the Second Conference of the
European Science Education Research Association
(Kiel, Sept. 1999). It provides a state-of-the-art
examination of science education research in Europe,
discusses views and visions of science education
research, deals with research on scientific literacy, on
students' and teachers' conceptions, on conceptual
change, and on instructional media and lab work.

Quality Assurance and Accreditation in
Foreign Language Education
International Financial Reporting 3e provides a
unique, practical introduction to the international
standards, outlining how these standards are used on
a daily basis by companies in the preparation of their
financial statements. The author examines the
recognition, measurement, presentation and
disclosure requirements of each IFRS and IAS in a
clear and concise way which makes a difficult set of
standards comprehensible to even a novice student.
Features of the book include interpretive guidance,
coverage of every key International Financial
Reporting Standard (IFRS) and International
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Accounting Standard (IAS), together with an
unparalleled level of student interactivity and
assessment. Examples and practice questions are
provided throughout the book and in a new
Companion Website developed for this 3rd edition to
aid student understanding and to provide a
framework for grasping the key aspects of this
complex and fast-moving subject. With more than 120
countries in the world now using international
financial reporting standards (IFRS), knowledge of the
standards issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) is vital to students’ success in
financial accounting. Melville’s International Financial
Reporting employs a practical, applied approach in
exploring and explaining the key international
standards. With a focus on how to implement the
standards, this text delivers a focused, user-friendly
introduction to international financial reporting.

Origami
With English becoming the world's foremost lingua
franca, the pressure to improve English language
education (ELE) has been steadily increasing.
Consequently, the nature of ELE has changed
drastically in the last decade. This has not only
brought about a number of changes in the way
English is taught and learnt, but it has also led to
various innovative practices around the world. As a
result, this edited book aims to shed light on the new
theoretical and methodological developments in the
field of ELE as well as the major issues and difficulties
faced by practitioners in different parts of the globe.
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One very important variable that the book takes into
account is the role that English already plays in a
particular society since this may affect the views that
teachers and students hold of the language. This in
turn can significantly influence the way English is
taught and learnt in given political, economic and
socio-cultural settings. The purpose of this book is
therefore to provide a comprehensive overview of the
pedagogical methods, policies and problems that
underlie English language education in ten different
regions across the world, including: the USA, Canada,
the UK, Australia, New Zealand, India, Singapore,
Japan, China and Hong Kong. In doing so, the different
chapters in the book emphasize the importance of
responding to linguistic and other forms of diversity in
order to develop English language education in a
globalized world. This book will be useful for teachers
and students of English language, for English
language curriculum and materials developers, and
for those involved in educational policy-making and
language acquisition research. Written by experts in
the field, the range of content covered in the book's
chapters will also help policy-makers, researchers and
practitioners develop effective English language
education practices and policies, and propose
solutions to emerging issues in English language
teaching and learning in different environments
around the world. The newly-developed arguments
and concerns pertaining to English language
education will serve as future reference for
professionals interested in this area of expertise.

Edexcel International a Level Biology Lab
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Book
The Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Co-ordinated
Sciences series is tailored to the 0653 and 0654
syllabuses for first examination in 2019, and all
components of the series are endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations. This Biology Workbook is
tailored to the Cambridge IGCSE® Combined Science
0653 and Co-ordinated Sciences 0654 syllabuses for
first examination in 2019 and is endorsed for learner
support by Cambridge International Examinations.
Covering both the Core and the Supplement material,
this workbook contains exercises arranged in the
same order as the coursebook and are clearly marked
according to the syllabus they cover. Developing
students' scientific skills, these exercises are
complemented by self-assessment checklists to help
them evaluate their work as they go. Answers are
provided at the back of the book.

Probability and Statistical Inference
Philosophy Bites Back is the second book to come out
of the hugely successful podcast Philosophy Bites. It
presents a selection of lively interviews with leading
philosophers of our time, who discuss the ideas and
works of some of the most important thinkers in
history. From the ancient classics of Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle, to the groundbreaking modern thought
of Wittgenstein, Rawls, and Derrida, this volume
spans over two and a half millennia of western
philosophy and illuminates its most fascinating ideas.
Philosophy Bites was set up in 2007 by David
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Edmonds and Nigel Warburton. It has had over 12
million downloads, and is listened to all over the
world.

Scaffolding Language, Scaffolding
Learning
Greater student mobility, increasing demand for
access to tertiary education, as well as policy changes
have spurred rapid expansion of the global higher
education sector. However, with increased demand
comes considerable variation in the quality of the
supply. As higher education is an expensive endeavor
for all stakeholders – governments, funders,
employers, and families – there are also increasing
expectations for accountability and demonstrations of
quality. English as a foreign language (EFL) programs,
in particular, are under considerable pressure to
substantiate their value, resulting in a significant rise
in interest around their quality. This volume is the
outcome of a May 2018 international conference on
quality and specialized accreditation, held in Turkey.
The book’s three sections take the reader from the
global to the program level, examining trends and
best practices in quality assurance and accreditation
in EFL programs. The book’s geographic focus is
primarily the Middle East and Turkey, yet the issues
discussed herein a quite global in nature. This volume
will be of interest to educational administrators at the
institutional or program level, educational leadership
programs focusing on higher education, language
teacher preparation programs, and administrators in
centralized education systems or accrediting
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organizations.

Research in Science Education — Past,
Present, and Future
Now a Netflix film starring and directed by Chiwetel
Ejiofor, this is a gripping memoir of survival and
perseverance about the heroic young inventor who
brought electricity to his Malawian village. When a
terrible drought struck William Kamkwamba's tiny
village in Malawi, his family lost all of the season's
crops, leaving them with nothing to eat and nothing
to sell. William began to explore science books in his
village library, looking for a solution. There, he came
up with the idea that would change his family's life
forever: he could build a windmill. Made out of scrap
metal and old bicycle parts, William's windmill
brought electricity to his home and helped his family
pump the water they needed to farm the land. Retold
for a younger audience, this exciting memoir shows
how, even in a desperate situation, one boy's brilliant
idea can light up the world. Complete with
photographs, illustrations, and an epilogue that will
bring readers up to date on William's story, this is the
perfect edition to read and share with the whole
family.

IGCSE Physics
The routine jobs of yesterday are being replaced by
technology and/or shipped off-shore. In their place,
job categories that require knowledge management,
abstract reasoning, and personal services seem to be
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growing. The modern workplace requires workers to
have broad cognitive and affective skills. Often
referred to as "21st century skills," these skills include
being able to solve complex problems, to think
critically about tasks, to effectively communicate with
people from a variety of different cultures and using a
variety of different techniques, to work in
collaboration with others, to adapt to rapidly changing
environments and conditions for performing tasks, to
effectively manage one's work, and to acquire new
skills and information on one's own. The National
Research Council (NRC) has convened two prior
workshops on the topic of 21st century skills. The
first, held in 2007, was designed to examine research
on the skills required for the 21st century workplace
and the extent to which they are meaningfully
different from earlier eras and require corresponding
changes in educational experiences. The second
workshop, held in 2009, was designed to explore
demand for these types of skills, consider
intersections between science education reform goals
and 21st century skills, examine models of highquality science instruction that may develop the skills,
and consider science teacher readiness for 21st
century skills. The third workshop was intended to
delve more deeply into the topic of assessment. The
goal for this workshop was to capitalize on the prior
efforts and explore strategies for assessing the five
skills identified earlier. The Committee on the
Assessment of 21st Century Skills was asked to
organize a workshop that reviewed the assessments
and related research for each of the five skills
identified at the previous workshops, with special
attention to recent developments in technologyPage 22/26
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enabled assessment of critical thinking and problemsolving skills. In designing the workshop, the
committee collapsed the five skills into three broad
clusters as shown below: Cognitive skills: nonroutine
problem solving, critical thinking, systems thinking
Interpersonal skills: complex communication, social
skills, team-work, cultural sensitivity, dealing with
diversity Intrapersonal skills: self-management, time
management, self-development, self-regulation,
adaptability, executive functioning Assessing 21st
Century Skills provides an integrated summary of the
presentations and discussions from both parts of the
third workshop.

Evaluation to Improve Learning
“Drop the flashcards—grit, character, and curiosity
matter even more than cognitive skills. A persuasive
wake-up call.”—People Why do some children
succeed while others fail? The story we usually tell
about childhood and success is the one about
intelligence: success comes to those who score
highest on tests, from preschool admissions to SATs.
But in How Children Succeed, Paul Tough argues that
the qualities that matter more have to do with
character: skills like perseverance, curiosity,
optimism, and self-control. How Children Succeed
introduces us to a new generation of researchers and
educators, who, for the first time, are using the tools
of science to peel back the mysteries of character.
Through their stories—and the stories of the children
they are trying to help—Tough reveals how this new
knowledge can transform young people’s lives. He
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uncovers the surprising ways in which parents
do—and do not—prepare their children for adulthood.
And he provides us with new insights into how to
improve the lives of children growing up in poverty.
This provocative and profoundly hopeful book will not
only inspire and engage readers, it will also change
our understanding of childhood itself. “Illuminates the
extremes of American childhood: for rich kids, a
safety net drawn so tight it’s a harness; for poor kids,
almost nothing to break their fall.”—New York Times
“I learned so much reading this book and I came away
full of hope about how we can make life better for all
kinds of kids.”—Slate

Pheromones and Animal Behavior
GCE O Level Examination Past Papers with Answer
Guides: Chemistry

GMAT Official Advanced Questions
GMAT Official Advanced Questions Your GMAT Official
Prep collection of only hard GMAT questions from past
exams. Bring your best on exam day by focusing on
the hard GMAT questions to help improve your
performance. Get 300 additional hard verbal and
quantitative questions to supplement your GMAT
Official Guide collection. GMAT Official Advance
Questions: Specifically created for those who aspire to
earn a top GMAT score and want additional prep.
Expand your practice with 300 additional hard verbal
and quantitative questions from past GMAT exams to
help you perform at your best. Learn strategies to
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solve hard questions by reviewing answer
explanations from subject matter experts. Organize
your studying with practice questions grouped by
fundamental skills Help increase your test-taking
performance and confidence on exam day knowing
you studied the hard GMAT questions. PLUS! Your
purchase includes online resources to further your
practice: Online Question Bank: Create your own
practice sets online with the same questions in GMAT
Official Advance Questions to focus your studying on
specific fundamental skills. Mobile App: Access your
Online Question Bank through the mobile app to
never miss a moment of practice. Study on-the-go
and sync with your other devices. Download the
Online Question Bank once on your app and work
offline. This product includes: print book with a unique
access code and instructions to the Online Question
Bank accessible via your computer and Mobile App.

Mastery in primary science
Philosophy Bites Back
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